
MINUTES

PUBLIC HEARING ON THE VARIANCE APPLICATION FOR LOT 260.1 AND THE

REGULAR TOWN COUNCIL MEETING

WEDNESDAY. JULY 20'^. 2022 AT 6:30 P.M.
CASTLE VALLEY COMMUNITY CENTER - 2 CASTLE VALLEY DRIVE

Due to concerns regarding the potential spread of COVID-19 this meeting was be held electronically by

Zoom.

Council Members Present: Mayor Duncan and Council Members: Gibson, Hill and O'Brien

Absent: CM Harry Holland

Others Present: Ron Drake, Colleen Thompson, Joel Anderson, Anna Banasova, Peter MIynaric, Ryan

Anderson , Bryan Torgerson, John Groo ,Zacharia Levine, Duncan Fuchise, Julie Baird , Laurie Simonson

,Jason Matz, Laura Cameron , Merrill Brady, Peggy and Norman Llewelyn, Dan Vink, Ed Weeks ,Andrew

Hodge, David Smith

Clerk: Jocelvn Buck

M Duncan called the Meeting to Order at 6:30 PM and delivered the Electronic Meeting Determination

Buck called role.

PUBLIC HEARING

Public Hearing on Variance Application for Lot 260.1.-Variance Officer Zacharia Levine

Levine introduced the objectives of the Public Hearing process regarding this Variance Application.

Public Comment:

Ryan Anderson (PLUC Chair) asked Levine if he had read the Planning and Land Use Commission's rec

ommendation and Levine confirmed he had.

Colleen Thompson (PLUC Member) clarified that legally the Lot is listed as Lot 259 B with the Grand

County Recorder's Office and not Lot 260.1.

CM Gibson reiterated her concern from the discussion at the June 20"" Town Council Meeting, what is
going to be the legal precedent on what is an unreasonable hardship and she would like a clear finding

of fact on what it constitutes so in the future we have some standard of what is a self-impose hardship

and what is an economic hardship.

Joel Anderson (project Designer) asked if the additional exhibits/drawings sent in today were included in

this Variance request. Levine asked if they constitute any change in the proposal or a change in infor

mation already provided or if they just provide additional visual information to substantiate the applica

tion. Anderson responded the latter. Buck stated those documents were received and were forwarded

to Levine and the Council. Anderson explained that the County parcel map shows how different their lot

is compared to all others. Also included is a satellite image showing the changes in terrain as you go up

from the Valley floor and it also shows their alternate building site about 800 feet from the currently

proposed building site. Together these exhibits show how different their lot is compared to all others.

Anna Banasova (Applicant) addressed CM Gibson's concerns about possible precedents in that whoever

would have to have the exact same challenging situation on their lot, she has checked all the lots in Cas

tle Valley and she did not find any lot as choked up as her challenging lot so she believes this would not

create a precedent.

Ryan Anderson asked to have new documents put up on screen share. After some technical difficulties

Levine showed the two documents (SP3 and SP4), Anderson explained one showed the unique parcel

shape compared to other lots and another showed the satellite image of the terrain changes as well as

the alternate building site.

CM Gibson clarified that her concern was with setting any precedents not just specific to lots along the

rim.

Ryan Anderson had clarified that the circle on the second map was the alternate building site.

Thompson asked Levine what the Ordinance means by a self-imposed hardship such as in this case if

you knew what the lot was like when you bought it is that self-imposed or not and, for instance, if a per

son asking for Variance could do a different sized house but don't want to is that self-imposed? As a








